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An innovative solution for the prevention 

and the protection of land and water courses

Smart/Level  is a highly interactive monitoring system which is characterized by 

high reliability in data collection meteo-climatic and hydro-logical aimed at 

forecasting and warning of atmospheric phenomena and the resulting ground 

effects such as flooding, flood, flooding, floods, etc. .

Compared to the normal control systems and measurement of the parameters recorded

and reported by many weather stations , Smart / Level allows - where there are systems

such as hydraulic gates adjustable weirs placed on natural watercourse , on a canal or a

hot load to regulate the flow - an integrated and automated management of these

systems dynamically adjusting the level of 'water and bringing it back to the nominal

values   .

Interactivity can be both automatic and manual : in both cases , the parameters that

determine the intervention , are transmitted in real time, by means of an advanced

telecommunication system , to the various concerned subjects .. The data are stored on

a database accessed from a user portal by entering the appropriate credentials.

This application has drawn a great interest by institutions and public administrations

systematically called into question to the occurrence of flooding episodes due, in large

part, to inappropriate risk assessment and slowness in time decision. The system is

equipped with its own photo voltaic system that , if necessary, makes it independent

from the main network.

.

………much more than a weather station-climatic

In Italy municipalities where there are areas with landslide risk

amount to 6,633 (equal to 82.3% of the total); More than 6 million

citizens are exposed daily in areas at risk of landslides or flooding:

Events that involve an annual heavy budget for our country and for the

loss of human life and for the huge economic damage.

Undoubtedly the most dramatic phenomena, which contributes

significantly to upset the water balance of the territories, are those of

the flooding, alluvion and floods increasing the number of which is

partly attributable to climate change on a global scale but also to the

lack of maintenance of the banks watercourses and hydraulic defense

works as well as inadequate monitoring network at the local and

district.

Its a practices widely accepted that the

forecasting tools, along with the

monitoring networks of hydro-

meteorological and rainfall, are the only

tools that allow to put in place a

monitoring and warning system capable

of activating in time the first aid

authority in case of emergency events

foresee or in progress, the intensity of

which estimated or measured exceed

critical thresholds fixed. The

confirmation is provide by countries like

Netherlands, always fighting against

the water, and investing substantial

resources in terms of prevention and

maintenance.
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Meteo station

Data provided by the 

station
� water level,

� precipitation,

� water temperature,

� pH of the water,

� wind speed,

� atmospheric pressure,

� ambient temperatures,

� air humidity,

� alarms,

� statistics,

� forecasts,
� report

Smart Gateway

Internet

Management server
Remote

platform

REVAMPING OF AN HYDRAULIC 

BARRIER SYSTEM

Much of the gates that regulate the flow 

of water in rivers, canals and irrigation 

systems are

still, mechanically operated by means of 

motors initiated by personnel on site 

simply in function of the water level.

With Smart / Level is now possible to 

adopt fully computerized solutions for a 

continuous and remote monitoring of 

water courses  and the movement of the 

gates according to specific procedures 

and protocols that take into account the  

hydro-meteorological conditions and 

rainfall aimed to prevent specific risks 

such as flooding, flood,alluvion, etc..

Sluice

The Smart / Level is a highly automated and autonomous system able to measure, monitor and prevent the risk of flooding, overflow or pollution 

of rivers, lakes, storage tanks, natural or artificial drainage channels, wetlands, etc. ...

It was designed to be able, in the event of specific risks, to alert  the authority - by sending messages via SMS, email or phone calls - in order to 

take as required the most appropriate countermeasures in function of what prescribed .
The Smart / Level is bidirectional. In fact, It is not, a common data logger coupled to a rangefinder; each node of the sensor network is instead

equipped with a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) capable of interacting to external commands in order to allow the network to enact all

those measures to eliminate or reduce the situations of potential danger.

For more information see our website :  www. powerengineereingsrl.com e www.smartplc.it

Telemanagement

gates

The reading of the parameters recorded by the weather station via a wireless sensor network is performed through a web interface operating on any 

updated browser and acquired by each type of technology platform (tablet, PC, laptop, smart phone).

ultrasonic

sensor
indispensable tool

for prevention and safety


